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🔥BREAKING NEWS🔥Want to know the real reason
Trump pardoned ex-media mogul Conrad Black⁉They
were more than friends.. Trump was going to testify (lie)
for him in his trial but Black’s lawyers decided they didn’t
need him at the last minute👇Thread👇

Trump pardons ex-media mogul Conrad Black
President Donald Trump on Wednesday signed a full pardon for former media
mogul Conrad Black, who was convicted in 2007 of fraud and obstruction of justice
and spent 3-1/2 years in prison.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-black-idUSKCN1SM01G

😲Why would Trump testify about whether a party everyone else thought was

“personal” was business related⁉Because he and Black were working on a deal to

develop the headquarters of the Chicago Sun Times owned by Hollinger- Black’s

company- into a Trump hotel and tower💥🎯💥
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🔥Look at this 2007 article on Trump and Black’s real estate deal. Of course Trump

would be willing to pardon a felon like Conrad Black.... This was just another pay for

play... 🔥

Conrad Black Defense Balks on Trump
A decision not to call as a witness Donald J. Trump underscored that the trial of
Conrad M. Black has been mostly a muted affair.

https://www.nytimes.com/2007/06/05/business/media/05black.html

🔥Felon Conrad Black and Trump have a lot in common. Black says he’s “at war”

with the United States for its persecution of him, and described the prosecutors in the

Northern District of Illinois as “Nazis” whose case is “hanging like a toilet seat around

their necks.”

Black asked Trump to speak at a shareholders’ meeting in ‘03 when investors were

angry about payments to company execs and Canadian holding companies Black &

associates controlled👇Blacks lawyers were worried Trump would be cross examined

about the mtg🧐
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🤔Perhaps @Fahrenthold should see if there is a link between Conrad Black and

Chicago Unit Acquisition LLC, the Sun Times building and this pardon...
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@Fahrenthold Chicago Unit Acquisition LLC AKA 
Trump International Hotel & Tower is identical in scope & 
partners as the RICO case about General Motors Bldg w Soros, 
Cerberus Capital Mgt AKA Backacre, Fortress AKA Mapely 
Holdings. The laundered money flowed to Chicago
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💥BOOM💥HOLY SHIT‼ David Radler, Conrad Black’s business partner at The Sun

Times probably will NOT get a pardon from Trump because he SUED Trump over 2

condos that he and his daughters purchased from Trump‼ 
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Radler sues ex-pal Trump
(Crain's) -- F. David Radler, the convicted former Chicago Sun-Times publisher
whose testimony helped send media baron Conrad Black to prison, is going back to
court against another one-time business…

https://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20080211/NEWS12/200028136/radler-sues-…

Why did Radler sue Trump⁉WHOA 😲 After the market value of the units had risen

significantly, Trump terminated the discounted friends and family sales in direct

contradiction of its pre-sale promises and in violation of its binding contractual

obligations‼ 

👀 This is interesting... look who Conrad Black, friend of Jeffrey Epstein, hung out

with👇h/t @soychicka
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🔥This is an excellent piece on the mob ties and loans involved in the Chicago Trump

International Hotel and Tower and Conrad Black‼ Is every single person that Trump

partnered with a felon⁉link.medium.com/Hiacpj8aJW

🔥Trump also pardoned Black to get at Peter Fitzgerald, the man who prosecuted

him, and who is close to Mueller & Comey. Trump mused about pardoning other

felons who were prosecuted by Fitzgerald & Comey such as Martha Stewart & Rod R.

Blagojevich🔥

Will Conrad Black be pardoned by Donald Trump? - Macleans.ca
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• • •

The Office of the Pardon Attorney says he hasn't applied. And Black calls the
speculation 'bunk'. But they have a history and reasons to help each other.
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